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Virtual control

Commercial IT Services replaced 
the physical bank of servers at 
Royds Withy King with a new 
virtual network.

TECHNICAL  
EXPERTS
Royds Withy King is a prominent South West law firm that has been serving clients in 
the region for over 100 years. 

Historically focused on the private client sector, the past decade has seen Royds 
Withy King flourishing from its West Country roots, expanding its offering to provide a 
full range of commercial services and growing its client base across the whole of the 
South and South West of England.

Over the past nine years, one of the key tasks for Head of IT, Dave Eagle, has been to 
bring new offices, acquired by Royds Withy King, onto the firm’s existing Citrix server 
system. The server system that supported the entire business – 10 units in total – was 
housed in one room, on the top floor of the firm’s Georgian townhouse HQ in Bath.

THE HEAT WAS ON
“We needed two large air conditioning systems in the main server room, one in the 
second room – all running 24/7. 

What’s more, the air conditioning in the smaller room was highly temperamental,” 
says Dave. “On one occasion, we had to come to the office at 3am to perform an 
emergency shutdown, as the air con had failed and the systems were overheating – 
not only an outlay and an inconvenience, but also a potential business continuity risk 
had any data been lost.”

Recognising that this ‘sprawl’ of the server infrastructure was not sustainable given 
the business’ rapid growth, the IT team decided to virtualise the firm’s servers.

“As a result of Commercial’s 
solution, we are making an 
annual saving of around 
£15,000 on electricity alone.”
Dave Eagle – Head of IT 
Royds Withy King



“Commercial was technically 
expert, professional and,  
what’s more, they 
demonstrated a real 
understanding of what our 
business needs now and 
potential requirements in  
the future.”
Dave Eagle – Head of IT 
Royds Withy King

A COMPELLING BUSINESS CASE
The Commercial team was professional, technically expert and, what’s more, they 
demonstrated a real understanding of what our business needs now and potential 
requirements in the future,” explains Dave. “By looking at how our data was 
changing and the ways in which the firm had evolved in recent years, they were 
able to forecast future requirements and propose a solution that would have the 
capacity to accommodate further expansion down the line – something that the 
other potential supplier failed to do.”

Commercial IT Services’ solution replaced the physical bank of servers at Royds 
Withy King with a new virtual network, hosted at the firm’s new data centre in 
Manchester. Commercial installed, commissioned and tested the hardware and 
provided training.

BENEFITS AND COST SAVINGS
 ■ A future-proof solution

 ■ Installation, commissioning and testing of hardware

 ■ Training for end-users

 ■ Substantial savings

 ■ Liberating IT staff

“Because Commercial was able to secure a highly competitive finance deal from 
HP, the project was easily affordable over a three year period,” continues Dave. 
“When you consider that, as a result of Commercial’s solution, we are making an 
annual saving of around £15,000 on electricity alone, this is a remarkably sound 
investment – and one that will show significant savings on completion of the 
finance deal.”

“Of course,” Dave adds, “this does not take into account the soft savings that have 
been achieved. Everything from maintenance costs to administration time has all 
been reduced – not to mention the frustration and inconvenience of having to be 
‘on call’ in case the old servers broke down!”



CLIENTS WE WORK WITH

Please visit our website to read further case studies: commercial.co.uk

01242 703400
hello@commercial.co.uk
www.commercial.co.uk

COMMERCIAL
BY NATURE

We work with leading media and advertising agencies to design 
innovative solutions that balance access and security.  
Call 01242 703400 and talk to one of our experts to discuss how  
we can help you.


